
an experience we shaved shared yesterday 
 
 

 
 
 
a small section of streaming chat from “Occupy” in Liberty Plaza as transcribed by the 
software Dragons Speaking Naturally 
 
 
“Then yesterday there was great hope. Said moral jay rabbit—occupation. Lonely doughnut asks if goldfish has 
quit. I got dropped? I will eat the network. Every body is getting kicked. Making free grilled cheeses for a summer 
home in Canada as a form of solidarity rights writes nebula net book. The problem with administration is it has 
trouble with what a cloned sheep describes as barter. Do you happen to have any gluten-free bread? Bush and 
Obama don't seem very different. Mean the filtered lights meme filter. A trumpeted change in blue suits. Still 
bombing the world still torturing, still bailing out corporations. Change MPD to ponzi-fluff and buy a movement. 
Global banks does and doesn’t incorporate socialism. So I am blue on you, corporate government. And who is 
behind it for you? Can the conspiracy wacko ahead get back to backing profitable war please? Pauline’s neck is 
just too profitable. One wicked man put it on the list of grievances. Grievances are overvalued, i.e. exhibits a desire 
to be helpful if some progress can be made. Congress has been bought off by defendants? Media has a short 
memory. He relent and he semi-are not helping. I have seen many videos out of control in the crowd. A great 
movement, with so many haters. Participant observation sucks big time. Darkness makes more sense. Lonely 
doughnut writes about filthy snivelling thievery. I respect the worst kind of every human being. Babies are starting 
as we speak. Rules control the room. Good morning, everyone. Obama is business as usual as a trawl. It's part of 
the problem. Is unrighteous. Paying fealty to the law that would really make a difference. The Lord who racked up 
national debt. Every single one knows better than everyone else. If they can't get away with killing you for your 
stuff, they will settle for swindling you. Just another blabbermouth pose, a talking about bull shipped? This 
movement has to be radically inclusive and I guess that means for every “one.” The 1% count on us to fall apart 
over petty differences. We are all speaking English more or less. Trolls are the bane of chat. Adam writes that 
everything should be free except that which we don't need. Look at the map, find a place to meet, and print your 
own money. Can we stop arguing about which location is the most central google?” 
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